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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a recoil starter
for starting an engine by rotating a rope reel by pulling a
starter rope wound around the rope reel, transmitting ro-
tation of the rope reel to a cam by way of a damper unit,
and rotating a drive pulley or a flywheel magnet connect-
ed to a side of the engine by rotating the cam.

Background Art

[0002] There has already been known a recoil starter
for transmitting rotation of a rope reel rotated by pulling
a starter rope to a cam, and rotating a drive pulley on a
side of an engine by way of a one-directional rotating
mechanism of a centrifugal ratchet or the like engaged
and disengaged with and from the cam. Other than such
a recoil starter integrating the rope reel and the cam,
further, there is a recoil starter having a structure in which
the rope reel and the cam are constituted by separate
members, a damper unit is interposed between the both
members to elastically connect the both members, rota-
tion of the rope reel is transmitted to the cam by way of
the damper unit to thereby absorb shock propagated to
the hand by a variation in a load or the like in starting the
engine.
[0003] Further, there is known a recoil starter of a
damper type in which a reel support shaft in a cylindrical
shape for rotatably supporting a rope peel and a cam is
formed integrally with an output shaft of an engine to
direct to an inner side on an axial line of the output shaft
of the engine from the inner side of a starter case formed
to cover a side face thereof arranged with the output shaft
of the engine, an opening penetrated from the output
shaft of the engine to an outer side of the starter case is
formed at a center of the reel support shaft, and the output
shaft of the engine is made tobe able to be connected to
the outer side of the starter case by way of the opening.
According to the recoil starter, the rope reel and the cam
rotatably supported by the reel support shaft are support-
ed so as not to be drawn out from the reel support shaft
by a draw-out preventing plate screwed to fix to the starter
case. The rope reel and the cam are constituted by sep-
arate members, a diameter of the rope reel is larger than
that of the cam and therefore, the draw-out preventing
plate is engaged with both of the rope reel and the cam
so as not to be drawn out from the reel support shaft, as
disclosed in JP-A-2004-60446. JP 2003 013827 A dis-
closes a recoil starter comprising a pull rope reel rotatably
engaging with a shaft disposed in a cover case and the
pull rope that is wound on the pull rope reel and rewound
by a restoring force of a first spiral spring, and starts the
engine by rotating the pull rope reel by pulling the pull
rope. The recoil starter further comprises a ratchet claw

capable of releasing engagement with a centrifugal force
provided for a crankshaft of the engine, an intermediate
shaft cylinder having a projection that rotatably engages
with a shaft of the cover case and engages with the ratch-
et claw, and a second spiral spring of which inside is fixed
to the outer cylinder of the intermediate shaft cylinder
and outside is fixed to a ring on a side surface of the pull
rope reel.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] However, although the rope reel and the cam
are constituted by separate members, the both members
need to be connected by way of a damper unit (ordinarily,
a damper spring) and therefore, an operation of fitting
the rope reel and the cam to the reel support shaft and
an operation for locking one end of the damper spring by
the rope reel and locking other end thereof by the cam
is needed and such attaching operations are trouble-
some.
[0005] Further, when the starter rope wound around
the rope reel is cut or a portion thereof is going to be
worn, the starter rope needs to be interchanged. A distal
end of the starter rope is tied and a tied knot thereof is
arranged at a space portion provided on an inner periph-
eral side from a hole formed at a groove bottom of the
rope reel. The space portion is opened to the side face.
According to a constitution of engaging the draw-out pre-
venting plate with both of the rope reel and the cam, also
the opening is covered by the plate and therefore, when
the starter rope is interchanged, first, the draw-out pre-
venting plate is detached, the distal end of the starter
rope is grabbed to draw out from the opening of the side
face, a new starter rope is wound around the rope reel,
the distal end is drawn out from the opening, and the
draw-out preventing knot is made to be contained in the
space portion. Further, an operation of screwing the
draw-out preventing plate is needed again. Therefore,
the operation is troublesome and complicated.
[0006] It is a problem of the invention to provide a recoil
starter capable of interchanging a starter rope without
detaching a draw-out preventing plate and capable of
facilitating an operation of attaching a rope reel and a
cam.
[0007] In order to resolve the above-described prob-
lem, according to a first aspect of the invention, there is
provided a recoil starter including: a reel/cam unit includ-
ing: a rope reel wound with a starter rope one end of
which is arranged on an outer side of a starter case and
urged to pivot in a direction of reeling the starter rope;
and a cam in a cylindrical shape for transmitting rotation
of the rope reel to an output shaft on a side of an engine;
a damper unit for connecting the rope reel and the cam;
a reel support shaft for supporting the rope reel and the
cam; and a draw-out preventing unit for restricting the
reel/cam unit from being moved along the reel support
shaft, wherein: one side of the cam is extended to form
a cylindrical extended portion; the rope reel is fitted to an
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outer side of the cylindrical extended portion; an the cy-
lindrical extended portion is rotatably fitted to an outer
side of the reel support shaft.
[0008] According to a second aspect of the invention,
the draw-out preventing unit is a plate attached to the
starter case to be engaged with an outer peripheral edge
of the rope reel of the reel/cam unit.
[0009] According to a third aspect of the invention, the
draw-out preventing unit is a push nut attached to an end
portion of the reel support shaft.
[0010] According to the first aspect of the invention,
there is constructed a constitution in which the rope reel
is fitted to the outer side of the cylindrical extended portion
formed on one side of the cam, the cam and the rope
reel are integrally coupled to be unitized, and the reel/cam
unit is fitted to the outer side of the reel support shaft and
therefore, essential portions of the recoil starter can sim-
ply and swiftly be integrated.
[0011] Further, the draw-out preventing unit for re-
stricting the reel/cam unit from being moved along the
reel support shaft may be unit for restricting either one
of the rope reel and the cam from being moved and there-
fore, the unit may be small-sized and can be light-weight-
ed, further, a knot of a distal end of the starter rope can
directly be exposed to outside and therefore, when the
starter rope is interchanged, a remaining portion thereof
at inside of the rope reel may be extracted by grabbing
the knot without needing to detach the plate and there-
fore, an interchanging operation can simply be carried
out.
[0012] Further, the cam can be made to be small-sized
and therefore, the cam can follow high speed rotation in
starting, also the plate for draw-out preventing needs not
to hold the cam and therefore, the plate becomes com-
pact, light-weighted formation can be achieved and also
cost can be restrained to be low.
[0013] By the reel/cam unit constitution, a space of the
damper unit is determined by coupling the rope reel and
the cam and therefore, accuracy is improved.
[0014] According to the second aspect of the invention,
an outer diameter of the cam is reduced, the plate for
draw-out preventing may be engaged with the outer pe-
ripheral edge of the rope reel and needs not to be en-
gaged with the cam and therefore, a space for taking in
wind for cooling the engine can widely be ensured.
[0015] According to the third aspect of the invention,
the push nut may be to a degree of being slightly larger
than the reel support shaft and can simply and solidly be
attached to the end portion of the reel support shaft.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described in detail based on the following figures, where-
in:

Fig.1 is a vertical sectional side view of a recoil starter
according to the invention;

Fig.2 is a view enlarging an essential portion of Fig.
1 ;
Fig.3 is a sectional view taken along a line a-a of Fig.
2;
Fig.4 is a sectional view taken along a line b-b of Fig.
2;
Fig.5 is a sectional view taken along a line c-c of Fig.
2;
Fig.6 is a perspective view of a cam;
Fig.7 is a vertical sectional view of an example of
other recoil starter;
Fig.8 is a front view of a push nut;
Fig.9 is a vertical sectional side view of an example
of other recoil starter; and
Fig.10 is a sectional view taken along a line d-d of
Fig.9.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0017] An embodiment of the invention will be ex-
plained in reference to the drawings as follows. In Fig.1
through Fig.5, a recoil starter is integrated to an inner
portion of a starter case 1 formed to be attached to one
side of an engine E arranged with an output shaft C there-
of. A rope reel 3 wound with a starter rope 2 one end of
which is drawn out to outside of the starter case 1 is
rotatably supported by a reel support shaft 4 formed to
project from an inner side of the starter case 1 in a direc-
tion of the output shaft of the engine, an end portion on
a base portion side of the starter rope 2 is retained to the
rope reel 3 so as not to be drawn out therefrom, other
end is drawn out to an outer side of the starter case 1,
and by pulling the other end, the starter rope 2 is drawn
out from the rope reel 3 and the rope reel 3 is driven to
rotate centering on the reel support shaft 4.
[0018] The reel support shaft 4 is formed in a cylindrical
shape and is divided into a large diameter portion 4a and
a small diameter portion 4b by way of a middle stepped
difference 5.
[0019] An outer peripheral side of the rope reel 3 is
formed with a groove 6 for containing the starter rope
and an inner peripheral side thereof is formed with a
space portion 7. As shown by Fig.2 through Fig. 4, the
starter rope 2 is arranged with a knot 8 of a rope distal
end at inside of the space portion 7 through a hole (not
illustrated) formed at a bottom portion of the containing
groove 6.
[0020] Further, a side face of the space portion 7 is
formed with an opening portion 9 for exposing the knot
8 and an opening portion 10 for engaging one end 22a
of a damper spring 22, mentioned later.
[0021] At a side face of the rope reel 3, a spiral spring
11 for reeling back the drawn out starter rope 2 to the
rope reel 3 by rotating the rope reel 3 rotated by pulling
the starter rope 2 in a reverse direction is contained in a
spring case 12 and the spring case 12 is arranged on an
outer side of an inner peripheral edge 13 formed on one
side of the rope reel 3. As shown by Fig.5, an end portion
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11a on an outer peripheral side of the spiral spring 11 is
retained by a hook 14 provided at the starter case 1,
further, an end portion 11b on an inner peripheral side is
retained by a hook 15, a rotating force is accumulated in
the spiral spring 11 when the rope reel 3 is rotated by
pulling the starter rope 2 to operate such that the starter
rope 2 is reeled back to the rope reel 3 by rotating the
rope reel 3 in a reverse direction by the rotating force
accumulated in the spiral spring 11 by letting the starter
rope 2 go.
[0022] A cam 16 for transmitting rotation of the rope
reel 3 to a side of the output shaft C on a side of the
engine E is rotatably supported by a side of a front end
portion of the reel support shaft 4 formed at the starter
case 1.
[0023] Next, as shown by Fig.2, one side of the cam
16 is formed with a cam claw 18 engaged and disengaged
with and from a centrifugal ratchet 17 formed at a drive
pulley 19 integrally connected with the output shaft C of
the engine E in a circumferential direction, and by en-
gaging the cam claw 18 with the centrifugal ratchet 17 of
the drive pulley 19, rotation on a side of the cam 16 is
transmitted to the output shaft C of the engine E by way
of the drive pulley 19. After starting the engine E, by ro-
tating the drive pulley 19 by the engine E, the centrifugal
ratchet 17 is constituted to be pivoted in a direction of
being disengaged from the cam claw 18 by a centrifugal
force to cut transmission of rotation between the side of
the engine E and the side of the cam 16.
[0024] As shown by Fig.2, side faces of the rope reel
3 and the cam 16 opposed to each other are respectively
formed with ring-like recess portions 20, 21 to be opposed
to each other, and the damper spring 22 constituting a
damper unit is contained in the ring-like recess portions
20, 21. The damper spring is formed by a shape of a
torsional coil spring, the one end 22a of the damper spring
22 is contained at inside of the space portion 7 formed
at the outer peripheral side of the ring-like recess portion
20 as described above, other end 22b of the damper
spring 22 is locked at inside of a bulged portion 25 (refer
to Fig.6) formed to project to an outer peripheral side of
the ring-like recess portion 21 of the cam 16, thereby,
the rope reel 3 and the cam 16 are elastically connected
in a rotational direction by way of the damper spring 22
and the cam 16 is rotated in a direction reverse to a reg-
ular rotational direction by way of the damper spring 22
in accordance with rotation of the rope reel 3.
[0025] According to the above-described constitution,
when the starter rope 2 is pulled to rotate the rope reel
3, rotation of the rope reel 3 rotates the drive pulley 19
by way of the damper spring 22, the cam 16 and the
centrifugal ratchet 17, and the output shaft C of the engine
E connected to the drive pulley 19 is rotated, although a
load of the cam 16 is increased by increasing a rotational
load by a resistance in starting the engine, the damper
spring 22 is twisted to absorb the load and therefore, the
shock is not directly transmitted to the side of the starter
rope 2 and the engine E can smoothly be started.

[0026] Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 6 in details, a side
of the cam 16 opposed to the cam claw 18 is formed with
a cylindrical extended portion 26. The cylindrical extend-
ed portion 26 is formed with two pieces of snap pieces
27 opposedly to each other and a front end of each snap
piece 27 is formed with a locking projected portion 28.
Each snap piece 27 is formed elastically deformably be-
tween two slits 29 formed in an axial direction of the cy-
lindrical extended portion 26. Further, as shown by Fig.
1 and Fig.2, the rope reel 3 is fitted to an outer side of
the cylindrical extended portion 26, and the locking pro-
jected portion 28 is locked by an engaging portion 30 on
an inner side of the inner peripheral edge 13 of the rope
reel 3. Thereby, the rope reel 3 and the cam 16 are inte-
grally coupled to be unitized as a reel/cam unit U. The
reel/cam unit U is fitted to an outer side of the reel support
shaft 4.
[0027] In order to integrally couple to unitize the rope
reel 3 and the cam 16, first, the end portion of the starter
rope 2 wound around the rope reel 3 is made to pass
through a hole (not illustrated) formed at the bottom por-
tion of the containing groove 6 to pass from the space
portion 7 on the inner peripheral side through the opening
portion 9 of the side face to make the knot 8 and the
starter rope 2 is made to be locked so as not to be drawn
out from the rope reel 3. Further, the damper spring 22
is arranged at the ring-like recess portion 20 on the inner
peripheral side of the space portion 7, and the one end
22a is contained at inside of the spaceportion 7 by pass-
ing a hole (not illustrated) of an outer peripheral wall of
the ring-like recess portion 20. Next, the cylindrical ex-
tended portion 26 of the cam 16 is fitted to a through hole
at a center of the rope reel 3 and the front end locking
projected portion 28 of the snap piece 27 is locked by
the engaging portion 30 on the inner peripheral side of
the rope reel 3. At this occasion, the other end portion
22b of the damper spring 22 is made to pass through a
groove 31 (refer to Fig.6) of an outer peripheral wall of
the ring-like recess portion 21 to be engaged with an
inner side space portion 32 of the bulged portion 14.
Thereby, the rope reel 3 and the cam 16 are integrally
coupled to constitute the reel/cam unit U.
[0028] In this way, the rope reel 3 having the starter
rope and the cam 16 and the damper spring 22 are inte-
grally coupled to unitize and therefore, the reel/cam unit
U may be integrated previously, as shown by Fig.5, an
end portion 11b of the spiral spring 11 of the spring case
12 may be retained by the hook 15 of the rope reel 3 and
the spring case 12 may be fitted to an outer side of the
small diameter portion 4b of the reel support shaft 4. At
this occasion, the other end portion 11a of the spiral
spring may be locked by the hook 14 of the starter case
1. The front end of the reel/cam unit U is engaged with
the stepped difference 5 of the reel support shaft 4 to be
positioned thereby. Therefore, main portions of the recoil
starter can be integrated simply and swiftly.
[0029] Next, as shown by Fig.1, Fig.2 and Fig.4, a plate
33 in a shape of a doughnut is screwed to be fixed to the
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starter case 1 as a draw-out preventing unit, engaged
with the outer peripheral edge of the rope reel 3 supported
by the reel support shaft 4 to restrict the reel/cam unit U
from moving in the axial direction of the reel support shaft
4 to prevent from being drawn out from the reel support
shaft 4.
[0030] According to the above-described recoil starter
constitution, there is constructed a constitution in which
it is not necessary to provide a flange portion for engaging
with the rope reel 3 as in the background art and the knot
8 at the distal end of the starter rope 2 is exposed and
therefore, after finishing to integrate all of parts, the start-
er rope 2 can be integrated thereafter.
[0031] The cam 16 can be made to be small-sized and
therefore, the cam 16 can follow high speed rotation in
starting, also the plate 33 for draw-out preventing does
not need to hold the cam 16 and therefore, the plate 33
becomes compact, light-weighted formation can be
achieved and also cost can be reduced.
[0032] By the reel/cam unit constitution, a space of the
damper spring 22 is determined by coupling the rope reel
3 and the cam 16 and therefore, accuracy is improved.
[0033] An outer diameter of the cam can be reduced
and an inner diameter of the draw-out preventing plate
33 for holding the included part can be reduced and there-
fore, a space for taking in wind for cooling the engine can
widely be ensured.
[0034] The draw-out preventing plate 33 is engaged
only with the outer peripheral edge of the rope reel 3 and
is not engaged with the cam 16, the knot 8 of the distal
end of the starter rope 2 is exposed to outside and there-
fore, when the starter rope 2 is interchanged, it is not
necessary to detach the plate 33 and an interchanging
operation can simply be carried out.
[0035] The starter case 1 and the draw-out preventing
plate 33 used in an ordinary recoil starter of a type of not
using the damper spring can be used and therefore, the
starter case 1 and the draw-out preventing plate 33 hav-
ing specifications for the recoil starter can be used.
[0036] Further, the reel/cam unit U is not necessarily
limited to a constitution of forming the snap piece 27 at
the extended portion 26 so far as the reel and the cam
can be coupled integrally by fitting the rope reel to the
outer side of the cylindrical extended portion 26 of the
cam. For example, the both members may be coupled
by engaging a connecting pin, not illustrated, to the both
members in a state of fitting the rope reel to the extended
portion 26.
[0037] Next, a drive shaft D on a side of an operating
apparatus connected to the output shaft C of the engine
E is made to be able to be connected to an outer side of
the starter case 1 by penetrating the reel support shaft
4. The large diameter portion 4a of the reel support shaft
4 is fitted with a pipe P supporting an operating mecha-
nism of a cutter portion or the like of a mower and the
operating apparatus is connected to the engine portion
by way of the starter case 1 containing the recoil starter.
[0038] The output shaft C of the engine E is formed

with a connecting shaft 36 including a through hole 35
having a square section at a center portion integrally with
a nut member 34 for attaching and fixing the flywheel
magnet or the drive pulley 19, and the connecting shaft
36 is arranged at inside of a center portion of the reel
support shaft 4 formed at the starter case 1 in a state of
screwing the nut member 34 to the output shaft C for
attaching the drive pulley 19 to the output shaft C of the
engine E. The drive shaft D for driving a rotating cutter
or the like of the mower is arranged at the center portion
of the pipe P and by inserting an end portion of the drive
shaft D into the square through hole 35 of the connecting
shaft 36, rotation of the output shaft C of the engine E is
transmitted to the rotating cutter portion of the mower by
way of the connecting shaft 36.
[0039] Further, the draw-out preventing unit of the
reel/cam unit U is not limited to the plate 33 in the dough-
nut shape. For example, the unit may be a push nut 37
as shown by Fig.7 and Fig.8. The push nut 37 is consti-
tuted by forming a circular hole 38 having an inner diam-
eter slightly smaller than the small diameter portion at a
center of a circular metal plate slightly larger than an outer
diameter of the small-diameter portion 4b of the reel sup-
port shaft 4 and formed with a cut portion 39 radially from
an inner edge of the circular hole 38 and when the push
nut 37 is press-fitted to the reel support shaft 4, the push
nut 37 cannot be moved in a reverse direction.
[0040] In this way, according to the push nut 37, at-
tachment thereof is simple, the reel/cam unit U can be
ensured to be prevented from being drawn out by only
attaching the push nut 37 to the reel support shaft 4, a
total thereof can be made to be compact and light-weight-
ed, by the reel/cam unit constitution, the space of the
damper spring 22 is determined by coupling the rope reel
3 and the cam 16, accuracy is improved and therefore,
accuracy of positioning the push nut 37 can be alleviated.
[0041] Next, Fig.9 and Fig.10 show an example of con-
stituting a power spring in place of the damper spring, a
containing portion 41 of the power spring 40 is formed
between a side face plate of the rope reel 3 and a side
face plate of the cam 16, an outer peripheral end portion
40a thereof is locked by a locking groove 42 of the rope
reel 3 and an inner peripheral end portion 53b is locked
by a locking groove 43 of the cam 16.
[0042] Also in this case, the reel/cam unit U integrally
coupled with the rope reel 3 and the cam 16 is constituted
by fitting the cylindrical extended portion 26 of the cam
16 to the through hole at the center of the rope reel 3 and
locking the front end locking projected portion 28 by the
engaging portion 30 of the rope reel 3. Further, the plate
33 in the doughnut shape is screwed to be fixed to the
starter case 1 as the draw-out preventing unit, the
reel/cam unit U is restricted from being moved in the axial
direction of the reel support shaft 4 by being engaged
with the outer peripheral edge of the rope reel 3 to prevent
the reel/cam unit U from being drawn out from the reel
support shaft 4. Further, the knot 8 at the distal end of
the starter rope 2 contained at inside of the rope reel 3
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is exposed to the inner peripheral side of the draw-out
preventing plate 33.
[0043] According to the above-described constitution,
the draw-out preventing plate 33 does not need to hold
the cam 16 and therefore, the plate 33 becomes compact,
light-weighted formation can be achieved and also cost
can be reduced.
[0044] The knot 8 of the distal end of the starter rope
2 is directly exposed to outside and therefore, when the
starter rope 2 is interchanged, it is not necessary to de-
tach the plate 33 and interchanging operation can simply
be carried out.
[0045] Further, even when the recoil starter needs to
be disassembled since the spiral spring 11 is cut, the
reel/cam unit U can be detached as it is and therefore,
there is not a concern that the power spring 40 jumps.
When not unitized, only the cam 16 is detached preced-
ingly and there is a possibility that the power spring 40
jumps.
[0046] It is explicitly stated that all features disclosed
in the description and/or the claims are intended to be
disclosed separately and independently from each other
for the purpose of original disclosure as well as for the
purpose of restricting the claimed invention independent
of the composition of the features in the embodiments
and/or the claims. It is explicitly stated that all value rang-
es or indications of groups of entities disclose every pos-
sible intermediate value or intermediate entity for the pur-
pose of original disclosure as well as for the purpose of
restricting the claimed invention, in particular as limits of
value ranges.

Claims

1. A recoil starter comprising:

a reel/cam unit (U) including:

a rope reel (3) wound with a starter rope (2)
one end of which is arranged on an outer
side of a starter case (1) and urged to pivot
in a direction of reeling the starter rope; and
a cam (16) in a cylindrical shape for trans-
mitting rotation of the rope reel to an output
shaft (C) on a side of an engine (E);

a damper unit (22) for connecting the rope reel
(3) and the cam (16);
a reel support shaft (4) for supporting the rope
reel (3) and the cam (16); and
a draw-out preventing unit (33; 37) for restricting
the reel/cam unit (U) from being moved along
the reel support shaft (4), wherein:

one side of the cam (16) is extended to form
a cylindrical extended portion (26);
the cylindrical extended portion is fitted to a

through hole at a center of the rope reel (3)
such that
the rope reel (3) is fitted to an outer side in
a radial direction of the cylindrical extended
portion (26); and
the cylindrical extended portion (26) is ro-
tatably fitted to an outer side of the reel sup-
port shaft(4), characterized in that
the rope reel (3) and the cam (16) are inte-
grally coupled by locking a locking projected
portion (28) of a snap fit piece (27) of the
cylindrical extended portion (26) and an en-
gaging portion (30) of the rope reel (3), and
the draw-out preventing unit (33; 37) is not
engaged with the cam (16).

2. A recoil starter comprising:

a reel/cam unit (U) including:

a rope reel (3) wound with a starter rope (2)
one end of which is arranged on an outer
side of a starter case (1) and urged to pivot
in a direction of reeling the starter rope; and
a cam (16) in a cylindrical shape for trans-
mitting rotation of the rope reel to an output
shaft (C) on a side of an engine (E);

a damper unit (22) for connecting the rope reel
(3) and the cam (16);
a reel support shaft (4) for supporting the rope
reel (3) and the cam (16); and
a draw-out preventing unit (33; 37) for restricting
the reel/cam unit (U) from being moved along
the reel support shaft (4), wherein:

one side of the cam (16) is extended to form
a cylindrical extended portion (26);
the cylindrical extended portion is fitted to a
through hole at a center of the rope reel (3)
such that
the rope reel (3) is fitted to an outer side in
a radial direction of the cylindrical extended
portion (26); and
the cylindrical extended portion (26) is ro-
tatably fitted to an outer side of the reel sup-
port shaft (4), characterized in that
the rope reel (3) and the cam (16) are inte-
grally coupled by engaging a connecting pin
to the cam (16) and the rope reel (3), and
the draw-out preventing unit (33; 37) is not
engaged with the cam (16).

3. The recoil starter according to claims 1or 2, wherein
the draw-out preventing unit is a plate attached to
the starter case to be engaged with an outer periph-
eral edge of the rope reel of the reel/cam unit.
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4. The recoil starter according to claims 1 or 2, wherein
the draw-out preventing unit is a push nut attached
to an end portion of the reel support shaft.

Patentansprüche

1. Seilzugstartvorrichtung, mit

einer Spulen-/Nockeneinheit (U) mit

einer Seilspule (3), die mit einem Starterseil
(2) umwickelt ist, dessen eines Ende auf ei-
ner Außenseite eines Startergehäuses (1)
angeordnet ist und zum Drehen in einer
Richtung des Aufwickelns des Starterseils
gezwungen wird, und
einem Nocken (16) in einer zylindrischen
Form zum Übertragen der Drehung der
Seilspule auf eine Ausgangswelle (C) auf
einer Seite eines Motors (E),

einer Dämpfereinheit (22) zum Verbinden der
Seilspule (3) und des Nockens (16),
einer Spulenlagerwelle (4) zum Lagern der Seil-
spule (3) und des Nockens (16), und
einer Herausziehverhinderungseinheit (33; 37)
zum Begrenzen, dass die Spulen-/Nockenein-
heit (U) entlang der Spulenlagerwelle (4) bewegt
wird, wobei
eine Seite des Nockens (16) zum Bilden eines
zylindrischen, verlängerten Bereichs (26) ver-
längert ist,
der zylindrische, verlängerte Bereich in einem
Durchgangsloch in einer Mitte der Seilspule (3)
derart angebracht ist, dass
die Seilspule (3) an einer Außenseite in einer
radialen Richtung des zylindrischen, verlänger-
ten Bereichs (26) angebracht ist, und
der zylindrische, verlängerte Bereich (26) auf ei-
ner Außenseite der Spulenlagerwelle (4) dreh-
bar angebracht ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass
die Seilspule (3) und der Nocken (16) durch Ver-
riegeln eines Verriegelungsvorsprungsbereichs
(28) eines Schnappverschlussstücks (27) des
zylindrischen, verlängerten Bereichs (26) und
eines Eingriffsbereichs (30) der Seilspule (3) in-
tegral gekoppelt sind, und
die Herausziehverhinderungseinheit (33; 37)
nicht den Nocken (16) berührt.

2. Seilzugstartvorrichtung, mit

einer Spulen-/Nockeneinheit (U), mit

einer Seilspule (3), die mit einem Starterseil
(2) umwickelt ist, dessen eines Ende auf ei-

ner Außenseite eines Startergehäuses (1)
angeordnet ist und zum Drehen in einer
Richtung des Aufwickelns des Starterseils
gezwungen wird, und
einem Nocken (16) in einer zylindrischen
Form zum Übertragen der Drehung der
Seilspule auf eine Ausgangswelle (C) auf
einer Seite eines Motors (E),

einer Dämpfereinheit (22) zum Verbinden der
Seilspule (3) und des Nockens (16),
einer Spulenlagerwelle (4) zum Lagern der Seil-
spule (3) und des Nockens (16), und
einer Herausziehverhinderungseinheit (33; 37)
zum Begrenzen, dass die Spulen-/Nockenein-
heit (U) entlang der Spulenlagerwelle (4) bewegt
wird, wobei
eine Seite des Nockens (16) zum Bilden eines
zylindrischen, verlängerten Bereichs (26) ver-
längert ist,
der zylindrische, verlängerte Bereich in einem
Durchgangsloch in einer Mitte der Seilspule (3)
derart angebracht ist, dass
die Seilspule (3) auf einer Außenseite in einer
radialen Richtung des zylindrischen, verlänger-
ten Bereichs (26) angebracht ist, und
der zylindrische, verlängerte Bereich (26) auf ei-
ner Außenseite der Spulenlagerwelle (4) dreh-
bar angebracht ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass
die Seilspule (3) und der Nocken (16) durch Ein-
bringen eines Verbindungsstifts in den Nocken
(16) und die Seilspule (3) integral gekoppelt
sind, und
die Herausziehverhinderungseinheit (33; 37)
den Nocken (16) nicht berührt.

3. Seilzugstartvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wo-
bei die Herausziehverhinderungseinheit eine an
dem Startergehäuse angebrachte, von einem Au-
ßenumfangsrand der Seilspule der Spulen-/Nocken-
einheit zu berührende Platte ist.

4. Seilzugstartvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wo-
bei die Herausziehverhinderungseinheit eine Siche-
rungsmutter ist, die an einem Endbereich der Spu-
lenlagerwelle angebracht ist.

Revendications

1. Démarreur à rembobinage comprenant : une unité
bobine/came (U) comprenant :

une bobine de câble (3) enroulée avec un câble
de démarreur (2) dont une extrémité est amé-
nagée sur un côté externe d’une boîte de dé-
marreur (1) et pressée pour pivoter dans un sens
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d’enroulement du câble de démarreur ; et
une came (16) de forme cylindrique pour trans-
mettre la rotation de la bobine de câble à un
arbre de sortie (C) sur un côté d’un moteur (E) ;
une unité d’amortisseur (22) pour raccorder la
bobine de câble (3) et la came (16) ;
un arbre de support de bobine (4) pour supporter
la bobine de câble (3) et la came (16) ; et
une unité de prévention de dégagement (33 ;
37) pour empêcher l’unité de bobine/came (U)
de se déplacer le long de l’arbre de support de
bobine (4), dans lequel :
un côté de la came (16) est déployé pour former
une portion cylindrique déployée (26) ;
la portion cylindrique déployée est ajustée à un
trou traversant au centre de la bobine de câble
(3) de sorte que
la bobine de câble (3) soit ajustée sur un côté
externe dans une direction radiale de la portion
cylindrique déployée (26) ; et
la portion cylindrique déployée (26) est montée
à rotation sur un côté externe de l’arbre de sup-
port de bobine (4), caractérisé en ce que
la bobine de câble (3) et la came (16) sont cou-
plées d’une seule pièce par verrouillage d’une
portion de verrouillage saillante (28) d’une pièce
d’ajustement par encliquetage (27) de la portion
cylindrique déployée (26) et d’une portion d’en-
gagement (30) de la bobine de câble (3), et
l’unité de prévention de dégagement (33 ; 37)
n’est pas engagée sur la came (16).

2. Démarreur à rembobinage comprenant :

une unité bobine/came (U) comprenant :

une bobine de câble (3) enroulée avec un
câble de démarreur (2) dont une extrémité
est aménagée sur un côté externe d’une
boîte de démarreur (1) et pressée pour pi-
voter dans un sens d’enroulement du câble
de démarreur ; et
une came (16) de forme cylindrique pour
transmettre la rotation de la bobine de câble
à un arbre de sortie (C) sur le côté d’un mo-
teur (E) ;
une unité d’amortisseur (22) pour raccorder
la bobine de câble (3) et la came (16) ;
un arbre de support de bobine (4) pour sup-
porter la bobine de câble (3) et la came (16) ;
et
une unité de prévention de dégagement
(33 ; 37) pour empêcher l’unité de bobine/
came (U) de se déplacer le long de l’arbre
de support de bobine (4), dans lequel :
un côté de la came (16) est déployé pour
former une portion cylindrique déployée
(26) ;

la portion cylindrique déployée est ajustée
à un trou traversant au centre de la bobine
de câble (3) de sorte que
la bobine de câble (3) soit ajustée sur un
côté externe dans une direction radiale de
la portion cylindrique déployée (26) ; et
la portion cylindrique déployée (26) est
montée à rotation sur un côté externe de
l’arbre de support de bobine (4), caractéri-
sé en ce que
la bobine de câble (3) et la came (16) sont
couplées d’une seule pièce par engage-
ment d’une broche de raccordement sur la
came (16) et la bobine de câble (3), et
l’unité de prévention de dégagement (33 ;
37) n’est pas engagée sur la came (16).

3. Démarreur à rembobinage selon la revendication 1
ou 2, dans lequel l’unité de prévention de dégage-
ment est une plaque fixée à la boîte de démarreur
pour s’engager sur un bord périphérique externe de
la bobine de câble de l’unité bobine/came.

4. Démarreur à rembobinage selon la revendication 1
ou 2, dans lequel l’unité de prévention de dégage-
ment est un écrou pression fixé à une portion d’ex-
trémité de l’arbre de support de bobine.
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